
Hugh Baron
Gastroenterologist with a love of scholarship and art

Janet Fricker Hemel Hempstead

Jeremy Hugh Baron, gastroenterologist (b 1931; q Oxford 1954), died
from brain metastases resulting from kidney cancer on 11 December
2014.

Hugh Baron with his daughter, Susannah Baron

Jeremy Hugh Baron—a gastroenterologist with eclectic
interests—described himself as a “restless polymath” whose
recreation was “looking.” In addition to developing the Baron
score for ulcerative colitis, and the concept of peak acid flow
in ulcers, Baron was a compulsive writer with interests that
included medical history, medical ethics, and the history of
Judaism. His magnum opus The Stomach: A Biography, was a
mammoth undertaking that exemplified his extraordinary
scholarship. He is also credited with initiating the campaign for
the “beautification” of UK hospitals through the introduction
of works of art.
“He was a singular individual who pursued all his interests with
unusual intensity. He was never concerned with promoting
himself, but in moving the boundaries of science and art forward
for their own sake,” said his daughter, Susannah Baron, a
dermatologist at Kent and Canterbury Hospital.
Baron’s post retirement incarnation as a “distinguished man of
letters” should not diminish the contributions he made in the
1960s to the emerging specialty of gastroenterology. It was

while working as a registrar at the Middlesex Hospital that he
adapted the augmented histamine test for gastric
secretions—first developed by Sir Andrew Kay—to his own
concept of peak acid output (PAO).1 Baron’s finding that at
levels below 15 mmol/hour PAO duodenal ulcers did not occur
was later used in trials of H2 antagonists to ensure acid was
reduced sufficiently. “Hugh’s model clarified matters
considerably since it offered a reproducible test,” explained
John Bennett, a retired gastroenterologist from Hull, who has
written his own tribute for Baron (10.1136/bmj.h1091).
In 1964 Baron developed his eponymous score, which defined
visual endoscopy features used to grade the severity of
inflammation in ulcerative colitis reproducibly, and which is
still used today.2

While Baron undertook much of his research at the Royal
Postgraduate Medical School (where he did four sessions a
week), his consultant clinical appointments were at St Charles
Hospital, and later at StMary’s Hospital, when the two hospitals
merged in 1991.
With George Misiewicz he codirected the Parkside Study
between 1988 and 1996, and was involved in several
Helicobacter pylori eradication studies.3-5 He also investigated
how the bacteria influence gastrin secretion and showed that
afterH pylori eradication, resolution of increased gastrin release
and accompanying increased acid secretion occur.
In 1980 Baron, working with John Lennard-Jones, had the idea
of linking the 5-ASAmoiety to an inert carrier molecule, which
resulted in the production of the drug balsalazide. 6 He was also
involved in clinical trials for H2 histamine receptor antagonists
and spoke at the launch of Zantac (ranitidine). “Many people
on the inside encouraged him to take up stock, but my father
wouldn’t dream of it. He told me this would be insider dealing,
and worse, a breach of the essential principle of scientific
objectivity,” says his son, Richard (now known as Archie). “He
had the firmest moral compass, which he navigated by
throughout his life.”
Baron’s scholastic outlook suited medical teaching; he inspired
a generation of medical students and junior doctors who
remember the clarity of his instruction. “At St Mary’s he
introduced an outpatient clinic with limited numbers of patients,
which allowed him to take medical students slowly through the
examination history of his patients,” says Huw Thomas, from
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Imperial College, London, his onetime senior registrar. Thomas
recalls how he described central spinal fluid as “gin clear.”
Undoubtedly Baron’s interests in art and architecture were
fostered by his marriages, first in 1960 to Wendy Dimson (an
expert on the artist Walter Sickert), and then in 1990 to Carla
Lord (professor of art history at Kean University in the United
States). Baron was appalled by dreary NHS buildings, many of
which originated from workhouses, and he arranged a
“beautification committee” at St Charles, which he chaired
between 1983 and 1994. The committee covered every visual
aspect, including cleaning and restoring brickwork; installing
gardens in spare patches of ground; coordinating colour
schemes; and commissioning and installing murals, paintings,
prints, stained glass, and sculpture. “Curiously, people who like
their homes to be elegant, who museum-crawl and sightsee on
holiday . . . are amazed when I suggest that a hospital should
be beautiful,” he wrote in one of a series of campaigning articles
that appeared in The BMJ.7

In his crusade Baron achieved tangible results, persuading the
Department of Health in 1988 to revise its Health Building Note
1 to emphasise that hospital buildings should be “beautiful as
well as functional . . . attractive visually, both internally and
externally, in all aspects of design.” He was also instrumental
in setting up the British Health Care Arts Centre (1984-93),
based at the University of Dundee, and chaired its management
committee.
Born in London in 1931, Jeremy Hugh Baron was the youngest
of three sons of Edward, a general practitioner in Tottenham,
north London, and his wife, Lilian (“Dolly”), both from
Ashkenazi Jewish families who had fled Tsarist Russia. By all
accounts Edward was something of a martinet, who greatly
prized education and expected his children to be high achievers.
The older son, Denis, who died in 2012, was professor of
pathology at the Royal Free Hospital, while the middle son,
Raymond, went to Cambridge at the age of 14 to read maths,
distinguishing himself by being the only person at Trinity
College to receive a child’s ration book. “Hugh’s remarkable
drive in later life probably came from having two brilliant older
brothers. At first there was pressure to live up to their
achievements, but later the work ethic became ingrained as a
way of life. For Hugh every day was a working day, he had no
frivolous interests,” says Wendy (Baron’s first wife).
After attending University College School, Hampstead—where
he sat the school certificate with V1 bombs buzzing
overhead—Baron studied medicine at the Queen’s College,
Oxford. He was an enthusiastic member of the art and Jewish
societies, and took every opportunity to cycle round the
countryside, looking at parish churches with John Piper’s Shell
Guide to Oxfordshire.
After clinical studies at the Middlesex (where he was inspired
by Cayley Robinson’s four Acts of Mercy murals in the front
hall) and house jobs (at the Middlesex and Royal Northern)
Baron embarked on national service as a captain in the Royal
ArmyMedical Corps. Undoubtedly the highlight was his posting
to Malaya, where he was placed in charge of all medical
admissions at the military hospital in Kuala Lumpur. “He had
a green MG sports car and managed to zip round sights in
between ward rounds,” says Wendy. Family legend has it that
he refused to carry a firearm, reasoning that it was more likely
to harm him than the enemy.
When he retired from the health service in 1996, Baron donated
his gastroenterology library to St Mary’s and other papers to
the Wellcome Trust, leaving him unencumbered to embark on
the second stage of his career. His second wife, Carla, held a

post in the United States, and the couple divided their time
between homes in London and NewYork, doubling their ability
to viewmonuments, art museums, operas, and ballets. “Looking
for him was not a passive occupation. It allowed him to make
sense of the world and explore the highest of human
achievements,” says Archie.
Baron welcomed the chance to renew his connections with the
Mount Sinai Hospital, where in 1961 he had spent a happy year
on an Eli Lilly fellowship, researching the peak bicarbonate
output of the pancreas. Appointed to an honorary lectureship,
he edited a history of the hospital from 1852 to 2000, and
coedited a volume on 24 notable Mount Sinai physicians.
Concurrently he started researching a series of books. The first
of which was Anglo-American Biomedical Antecedents of Nazi
Crimes: An Historical Analysis of Racism, Nationalism,
Eugenics and Genocide, which was published in 2007. “My
father was always determined to confront uncomfortable
truths—such as the Nazis having nomonopoly on, or intellectual
copyright in, inventing bestial behaviour,” says Archie.
At the Society for the Advancement of Judaism in New York,
he launched a series of lectures on the history of Judaism, which
he published in 2010 as Fifty Synagogue Seminars. “They
covered a splendidly idiosyncratic range of enthusiasms,
everything from food to sex, Assyriology to opera, and were
very much a mark of the man,” says Archie.
The culmination of his life’s work was undoubtedly The
Stomach: A Biography, published to critical acclaim in 2013.
The book, which would be appreciated by both gastric scholars
and after dinner speakers requiring unlimited supplies of
quotations about dyspepsia, brought together 4000 years of
stomach pains, literature, symptoms, and epidemiology.
There was an outpouring of lectures and articles, with diverse
subjects including the medical establishment’s complicity with
torture, and whether Lord Byron was anorexic. In one
memorable talk at the Oxford and Cambridge Club, Baron
disclosed that in 1941, Churchill’s physician, Sir Charles
Wilson, had taken it into his own head to keep the prime
minister’s heart attack from him.
Baron enjoyed the collegiate atmosphere of clubs. In addition
to the Oxford and Cambridge Club, he was a member of the
Worshipful Society of Apothecaries and the Royal Society of
Medicine (where at one time he was president of the clinical
section and chairman of the international committee), and in
1972 he started his own dining club—the Prout Club—for
stomach researchers. The Prout Club met once a year at the
annual meeting of the British Society of Gastroenterology.
“After the dinner they had a debate on some esoteric point,
which sometimes worked and sometimes didn’t. It was rather
eccentric and very Hugh Baron,” says Thomas.
In 1999 Baron had a kidney removed after a diagnosis of kidney
cancer and for several years lived with stable lung metastases,
until he developed brain metastases in the summer of 2014. “He
refused to feel sorry for himself and still fitted in seeing two
exhibitions either side of his radiotherapy,” says Archie.
He leaves his wife, Carla; his first wife, Wendy; and two
children.
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